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Are there any Astronomical Observatories evidences in ancient Egypt? 

Abstract 

   Ancient Egyptians precisely direct their temples and tombs to specific astronomical 
points, as attested in the designs of the Old kingdom pyramids and related temples. 
Likewise, the same approach was used in many religious and funerary buildings 
across the sequential historical epochs of ancient Egypt. This research introduces what 
can be called "astronomical design improvements" conducted by ancient Egyptians to 
secure a precise orientation for a specific direction of religious and funerary 
monuments. Moreover, this precise orientation requires observatories used for the 
orientation and monitoring of geographical directions. Therefore, this paper discusses 
the inquiring; are there any Astronomical Observatories evidences in ancient Egypt? 
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1. Introduction 

  Ancient Egyptians depended on the Nile flood to get careful, accurate and to control 
the schedule calculation.  This was an important reason to look forward to the sky and 

try to control the stars )1( . In ancient Egypt, the process of stars monitoring used to be 

conducted by the senior high officials in the state, especially Ministers or the greatest 

priest who was bestowed an important title. )2(
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   This title is "the great observer of Heliopolis/Iwnw )3( , which is considered one of 

the most important centers of the sun worshiping )4( , and one of the universe creation 

theories in ancient Egypt )5( , and the capital of the XIII Nome of the Lower Egypt. )6(  

 2. Discussion 

    Ancient Egyptians insisted to precisely direct temples and tombs to specific 

astronomical points (four cardinal points of the world) )7( , as clear from the design 

improvements of the Old kingdom pyramids and its related temples )8( . So, the 

researcher suggests that it can be called the astronomical improvements of designs of 

the Old kingdom pyramids and related temples )9( . Mostly, Ancient Egyptians temples 

built along River Nile were oriented on an east-west axis, according to local cardinal 
directions as determined by River Nile. Likewise, Topography of Egypt was the 
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controlling reason for orienting temples. Occasionally, the orienting of temples 

towards sun or to significant stars )10( . Similar cases exist in many religious and 
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, the precision in directing temples and tombs also must 
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to specific astronomical points. )14(  (Figs.1-2) 

 

(Fig.1): Ancient Egyptian Orientation and Monitoring of Geographical Directions as 
Neugebauer suggested. 
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(Fig.2): The Orientation and Monitoring of Geographical Directions as Isler 
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Isler, M., An Ancient Method of Finding and Extending Direction, JARCE.26, 
1989, Fig.2. 

 

The Orientation and Monitoring of Geographical Directions as Isler 
suggested. 

Isler, M., An Ancient Method of Finding and Extending Direction, JARCE.26, 
1989, Fig.3. 
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